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API FOR APPS TO INDICATE THE USER CAN BE ACTIVELY INTERRUPTED
ABSTRACT
An operating system on a computing device may include an application programming
interface (API) having one or more functions that can be used by software applications
executing at the computing device to control the outputting of notifications, alerts, alarms,
warnings, reminders, and the like, by the computing device while the software application is
being used by a user. A software application may call or invoke one or more functions of the API
to indicate whether notifications can be outputted by the computing device, such as whether the
computing device may display a notification banner at a display device. For example, the
software application may call a function to indicate that the user of the software application
should not be interrupted by notifications. Once the software application has called the function
to indicate that the user of the software application should not be interrupted by notifications, the
computing device may refrain from outputting notifications until the software application has
called a function to indicate that the user of the software application can be interrupted by
notifications.

DESCRIPTION
A notification is a message that a computing device, in response to the occurrence of a
notification event, outputs an associated notification outside of a software application’s user
interface to provide the user of the computing device with reminders, communication from other
people, or other timely information. For example, the computing device may output a
notification when an e-mail application at the computing device receives a new e-mail, when the
messaging application at the computing device receives a new message, when an event in a
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calendaring application at the computing device is scheduled to start, and the like. The
computing device may output notifications in the form of visual (e.g., graphical and/or textual)
notifications for display at a display device, such as a notification banner or a heads-up
notification, audio notifications for output by an audio output device (e.g., speakers, headphones,
etc.), such as a tone and/or text-to-speech audio output of the notification, and/or haptic
notifications in the form of haptic feedback.
However, when a user uses a software application, such outputting of notifications may
be distracting to the user. For example, a notification being outputted while the user is in the
middle of playing a video game in a gaming application may distract the user and cause the user
to lose the game. In another example, a notification being outputted while the user is using an ebook application to read an e-book may distract the user from being fully engrossed in the ebook that the user is reading. As such, it may be desirable for the computing device to be able to,
at certain moments, control the outputting of notifications to decrease the chance of potentially
disturbing or distracting the user of the computing device.
In one approach, a computing device may provide a do not disturb mode that the user can
actively turn on when the user does not want to be disturbed with notifications being outputted
by the computing device. While the user actively turning do not disturb mode on and off
potentially provides a reliable and accurate signal as to when the user does not want to be
disturbed with notifications being outputted by the computing device, requiring the user to
actively turn do not disturb mode on and off may provide additional friction to the user’s
interactions with the computing device. As such, a user may not always turn on do not disturb
mode when the user does not want to be disturbed with notifications being outputted by the
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computing device. Furthermore, the user may sometimes forget to turn do not disturb mode back
off, thereby potentially causing the user to miss important notifications.
In another approach, the computing device may monitor the use of the computing device
by a user to infer contextual information associated with the user to determine, in real-time,
whether to output a notification. For example, the computing device may attempt to infer
whether the user is currently sleeping, whether the user is currently reading a book, whether the
user is currently in a conversation, and the like, in order to determine whether to output a
notification. However, this approach may sometimes be unreliable, and thus the decision to
output or not output a notification may feel non-deterministic or random. Further, the ability to
infer contextual information associated with the user may rely on the computing device’s ability
to monitor the user’s activities, such as what the user is hearing or seeing, thereby introducing
potential privacy issues.
In view of these two approaches, it would be desirable for a computing device to be able
to determine the period when the user does not want to be disturbed with notifications being
outputted by the computing device in ways that do not require explicit action to be taken by the
user while being reliable and preserving the user’s privacy. As such, the techniques of disclosure
provide an API that a software application running at a computing device may use to explicitly
indicate whether notifications should be outputted by the computing device when the software
application is being used by a user.
The API may include a function that a software application may call to indicate to the
computing device that the user of the software application should not be interrupted by
notifications. As a software application executes at a computing device and is being used by a
user, the software application may determine whether the user of the software application should
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be interrupted by notifications outputted by the computing device. If the software application
determines that the user should not be interrupted by notifications, the software application may
call a function in the API to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software
application should not be interrupted by notifications.
In some examples, the computing device may, once the software application has called
the function to indicate that the user of the software application should not be interrupted by
notifications, refrain from outputting notifications received or generated by the computing
device. That is, when the computing device determines the occurrence of a notification event,
which may be an event that typically causes the computing device to output a notification
associated with the notification event, the computing device may refrain from outputting an
associated notification if the software application has called the function to indicate that the user
of the software application should not be interrupted by notifications. Instead, the computing
device may queue the notification events received after the software application has called the
function to indicate that the user of the software application should not be interrupted by
notifications until the software application calls a function to indicate that the user of the
software application can be interrupted by notifications.
In some examples, the computing device may, once the software application has called
the function to indicate that the user of the software application should not be interrupted by
notifications, continue to output certain notifications received or generated by the computing
device. In some examples, the computing device may determine the priority of notification
events that have occurred, and may output notifications associated with high priority notification
events. For example, if the computing device determines that calls and messages received from
people listed in the user’s contacts are high priority events, the computing device may output
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notifications associated with calls and messages received from people listed in the user’s
contacts while refraining from outputting notifications associated with calls and messages
received from people not listed in the user’s contacts.
In some examples, the computing device may, once the software application has called
the function to indicate that the user of the software application should not be interrupted by
notifications, continue to output notifications received or generated by the computing device via
certain output devices, but may refrain from outputting notifications received or generated by the
computing device via certain other output devices. For example, if the software application is a
music playing application, the computing device may, once the software application has called
the function to indicate that the user of the software application should not be interrupted by
notifications, refrain from outputting audio notifications for output by an audio output device,
but may continue to output notifications for display at a display device.
The API may also include a function that a software application may call a function to
indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application can be interrupted by
notifications. As such, after the software application has called the function to indicate that the
user of the software application should not be interrupted by notifications, the software
application may monitor the usage of the software application by the user to determine whether
the user of the software application can be interrupted by notifications outputted by the
computing device.
If the software application determines that the usage of the software application by the
user indicates that the user of the software application can be interrupted by notifications, the
software application may call a function to indicate that the user of the software application can
be interrupted by notifications. The computing device may, in response to the software
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application calling the function to indicate that the user of the software application can be
interrupted by notifications, output notifications associated with the queued notification events.
The computing device may also, in response to determining the occurrence of a notification
event, output an associated notification.
In some examples, if a software application is an e-book reader, the software application
may determine that the user should not be interrupted by notifications when the user is reading
an e-book and has not reached the end of a chapter, but that the user can be interrupted by
notifications when the user has reached the end of chapters of the e-book. As such, the software
application may, in response to determining that the user has yet to reach the end of a chapter of
an e-book, call the function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software
application should not be interrupted by notifications. After the software application has called
the function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application should
not be interrupted by notifications, the software application may monitor the user’s usage of the
software application to determine whether the user has reached the end of a chapter and may,
responsive to determining that the user has reached the end of a chapter, call a function to
indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application can be interrupted by
notifications.
In some examples, if a software application is a music application, the software
application may determine that the user should not be interrupted by audio notifications when the
user is in the middle of listening to a song, but that the user can be interrupted by audio
notifications when the user has finished listening to a song. As such, the software application
may, in response to determining that the user is in the middle of listening to a song, call the
function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application should not
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be interrupted by notifications. After the software application has called the function to indicate
to the computing device that the user of the software application should not be interrupted by
notifications, the software application may monitor the user’s usage of the software application
to determine whether the user has reached the end of a song and may, responsive to determining
that the user has reached the end of a song, call a function to indicate to the computing device
that the user of the software application can be interrupted by notifications.
In some examples, if a software application is a gaming application, the software
application may determine that the user should not be interrupted by notifications when the user
is in the middle of playing a game, but that the user can be interrupted by notifications during
loading screens between levels of the game. As such, the software application may, in response
to determining that the user is in the middle of playing a game, call the function to indicate to the
computing device that the user of the software application should not be interrupted by
notifications. After the software application has called the function to indicate to the computing
device that the user of the software application should not be interrupted by notifications, the
software application may monitor the user’s usage of the software application to determine
whether the user has reached a loading screen between levels of the game and may, responsive to
determining that the user has reached a loading screen between levels of the game, call a
function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application can be
interrupted by notifications.
In some examples, if a software application is a television streaming application, the
software application may determine that the user should not be interrupted by notifications when
the user is in the middle of watching a television show, but that the user can be interrupted by
notifications while the show has gone to a commercial break. As such, the software application
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may, in response to determining that the television show being watched by the user is not in a
commercial break, call the function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the
software application should not be interrupted by notifications. After the software application has
called the function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application
should not be interrupted by notifications, the software application may monitor the television
show being watched to determine whether the television show has gone to a commercial break
and may, responsive to determining that the television show has gone to a commercial break, call
a function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application can be
interrupted by notifications.
In some examples, if a software application is an application for reading short form
messages, such as a feed of short social media messages or a news feed, the software application
may determine that the user should not be interrupted by notifications while the user is reading or
scrolling through the feed of short form messages until the user has reached the end of the feed.
As such, when the user is reading a feed short form messages, the software application may call
the function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application should
not be interrupted by notifications. After the software application has called the function to
indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application should not be
interrupted by notifications, the software application may monitor the user to determine whether
the user has reached the end of the feed and may, responsive to determining that the user has
reached the end of the feed, call a function to indicate to the computing device that the user of
the software application can be interrupted by notifications.
In some examples, if a software application is an application for viewing and/or editing
documents, the software application may determine that the user should not be interrupted by
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notifications until the user has navigated to the end of a document opened by the software
application. As such, when the user is viewing and/or editing an opened document, the software
application may call the function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software
application should not be interrupted by notifications. After the software application has called
the function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application should
not be interrupted by notifications, the software application may monitor the user to determine
whether the user has navigated to the end of the opened document and may, responsive to
determining that the user has navigated to the end of the opened document, call a function to
indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application can be interrupted by
notifications.
In some examples, if a software application is an application in which the user can open a
new tab or window, the software application may determine that the user should not be
interrupted by notifications until the user opens a new tab or window. As such, the software
application may call the function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software
application should not be interrupted by notifications. After the software application has called
the function to indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application should
not be interrupted by notifications, the software application may monitor the user to determine
whether the user has opened a new tab or window in the application and may, responsive to
determining that the user has opened a new tab or window in the application, call a function to
indicate to the computing device that the user of the software application can be interrupted by
notifications.
In some examples, if the user of a software application switches focus, such as by
switching focus to the window of another software application or another window of the
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software application, the computing device may determine not to refrain from outputting
notifications. That is, if the user is using a software application that has indicated that the user of
the software application should not be interrupted by notifications, computing device may, in
response to determining that the user has switched focus to the window of another software
application or another window of the software application, stop refraining from outputting
notifications.
In some examples, a computing device may default to not outputting notifications as the
computing device determines the occurrence of notification events until a software application
calls a function to indicate that the user of the software application can be interrupted by
notifications. Thus, as a software application executes at the computing device and is used by a
user, the computing device may queue the notification events that occurred while the software
application is being used by a user until the software application calls a function to indicate that
the user of the software application can be interrupted by notifications. The computing device
may, in response to the software application calling the function to indicate that the user of the
software application can be interrupted by notifications, output notifications associated with the
queued notification events. The computing device may also, in response to determining the
occurrence of a notification event, output an associated notification.
It is noted that the techniques of this disclosure may be combined with any other suitable
technique or combination of techniques. As one example, the techniques of this disclosure may
be combined with the techniques described in U.S. Patent Application Publication 2016/095083
A1. In another example, the techniques of this disclosure may be combined with the techniques
described in U.S. Patent Application Publication 2012/0112908 A1.
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